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Foreword
The COVID-19 pandemic has intensified challenges in 
development, but it has also ignited new ways of working, 
new ideas and new possibilities. The opportunity for a Big 
Reset is real and it is time to redefine the ambition for 
development.

That’s why the theme of this year’s PwC International 
Development Conference – our 12th – was The big reset 
– a new ambition for development. As development 
practitioners, the way we went about our business used to 
be set out in a highly structured and prescriptive deck of 
cards, but this last year has taken those cards, thrown 
them up in the air, and they’re all in the process of landing 
in a completely different order. 

We are delighted to share with you our summary of the 
conference, held online over three days in November 2020. 
The conference attracted over 400 international 
development practitioners from the UK and across the 
globe, and from a range of professional backgrounds 
including public sector, academia, civil society and the 
private sector to discuss and explore how we can work 
together to overcome current barriers and deliver 
exceptional outcomes for people around the world. 

The conference focused on three key issues for 
international development: climate change, skills and 
education, and the role of trade in promoting development. 
Across all three discussions what came out most strongly 
for us was that, when it comes to global development, no 
one organisation or type of organisation can do this on 
their own. We’re in this together. We’re better together. 
We’re stronger together. And we need to find ways to work 
more effectively together in these challenging times. 

When it comes to global development, no 
one organisation or type of organisation can 
do this on their own. We’re in this together. 
We’re better together. We’re stronger 
together. We need to work more effectively 
together in these challenging times.
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The big climate reset
Securing a climate resilient future

This is a defining decade for climate 
change and for international 
development. Indeed, the two are 
inextricably linked and it is essential that 
international development supports the 
delivery of climate change goals. 

The big climate reset brought together 
our keynote speaker, Sir Nicholas Kay, 
COP26 Regional Ambassador for Africa 
and a panel of experts from government, 
development finance institutions and 
climate organisations to explore the 
huge challenge ahead, the positive signs 
of hope, and how we will need to rethink 
climate in light of COVID-19.

Here are some of the key themes to 
emerge from what was a lively and 
thought-provoking discussion. 

We must not underestimate 
the challenge
Sir Nicholas Kay set out the scale of the 
challenge in stark terms. Huge changes 
are needed, and they will impact 
different people in different ways to 
different degrees. We need to halve 
global emissions by 2030, and reach net 
zero emissions by 2050 to have any 
hope of limiting warming to 1.5C. 

Many lower income countries are already 
bearing the full force of climate change. 
In Sub Saharan Africa it is estimated that 
power generation will need to increase at 
least three to sixfold by 2040 just to 
maintain existing levels of development. 
It’s also estimated that on current 
trajectories a hundred million more 
people will be in poverty by 2030 due to 
climate change.

However, there are also signs for 
optimism, including new emissions 
commitments from Japan, Korea and 
China, positive language from the recent 
G20 Summit, the UK’s 10-point Green 
Plan, and the prospect of a more 
positive direction on climate from a new 
US president. Major companies are 
committing too, such as Microsoft, 
Amazon, Walmart, and BlackRock.

The planet – all of us – are 
facing an extinction crisis due 
to climate change. It is a fact. 
It is a reality.

Sir Nicholas Kay

“

Speakers

Sir Nicholas Kay KCMG
COP26 Regional Ambassador 
for Africa

Professor Denise Bower OBE
Executive Board member, 
Mott MacDonald

Joao Sarmento Cunha
Divisional Head of Renewable 
Energy, African Development 
Bank

PwC hosts

Andrea Talbot-West
Senior Manager, PwC UK

Kiran Sura
Assistant Director, PwC UK

Joshua Amponsem
Executive Director, Green Africa 
Youth Organisation

Sally Taylor
Deputy Director, Climate and 
Environment, Foreign, 
Commonwealth and 
Development Office
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The road to COP26
With the UK preparing to host COP26 in 
Glasgow in November 2021, Sir Nicholas 
set out the ambition for the conference. 
As well as action, the focus will be on 
leading by example, ambition, and 
inclusivity – that is, bringing together 
young people, less developed countries, 
vulnerable countries, private sector 
business as well as governments. 

COP26 will be an opportunity to check 
where progress has been made, and 
where course corrections need to be set. 
We are behind where we need to be to 
meet the targets set in the Paris 
Agreement of 2015. The transition to 
clean power needs to go four times 
faster, and we need to invest more in 
climate finance. 

Resilience and adaptation
Much attention has focused on reducing 
emissions, and while we absolutely must 
bend the emissions curve to limit further 
warming, we cannot forget that many 
lower income countries are already 
bearing the full force of climate change. 
We’ve seen extreme flooding in 
Bangladesh, hurricanes wreaking havoc 
across Central America, and typhoons 
tearing across the Philippines. We need 
to ensure these countries have the 
means to adapt to the impacts of climate 
change and that recovery efforts build 
their resilience to future risks. 

COVID-19 has been a test of resilience. 
Alongside the health crisis, supply 
chains have been disrupted, social 
safety nets have been put to the test by 
surges in unemployment. It has also 
exposed existing vulnerabilities and 
shown how COVID-19 is part of the 
‘bigger planet puzzle’, as Joao Samento 
Cunha put it, putting people already 
suffering from respiratory illness because 
of air pollution, poor cooking technology 
or fossil fuel burning at greater risk.

At COP26 we want adaptation 
and resilience to be given as 
much priority as mitigation, if 
not more. This really has to be 
a moment when the world puts 
its money and its resources 
into being prepared for disaster 
and being prepared to adapt.

Sir Nicholas Kay

“
COVID-19 has exposed the 
vulnerabilities in our societies 
and in our economies. It brings 
out the urgency of investing in 
resilience and in adaptation. 
The next shock could be a 
climatic shock and we have to 
be ready.

Joao Sarmento Cunha

“

The COVID-19 pandemic has 
demonstrated that we can 
make transformational change 
in society when we have to. We 
can transform the way we live 
our lives, but as Mark Carney 
recently said, you can’t socially 
distance from climate change.

Denise Bower

“

By investing in resilience, we can be 
ready to manage and recover stronger 
from current crises such as COVID-19 
and climate change, and future crises. 
The pandemic has, in some ways, shown 
us how we need to think differently: 
invest in digital technology and 
renewable energy – decentralise and 
encourage self-sufficiency. 

We know that people want to build back 
better after COVID-19. This is the 
opportunity to rebuild with sustainability 
and resilience in mind, and considering 
the wider development context.
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We all need to work together
Governments can’t fix this alone. They 
have a responsibility to set goals, but 
they need others to help achieve them, 
including the private sector, banks, 
NGOs, and individuals.

Joshua Amponsem spoke passionately 
about the need to respond to the 
frustration of young people and engage 
them in a meaningful way in climate 
action. It’s important to harness the 
enthusiasm and commitment of those 
young people – not just to invite them to 
conferences but to involve them in 
action, acknowledge the diversity of their 
experience, and give them the skills to 
deliver on plans to combat change. 
These are challenges being addressed 
by the Global Centre on Adaptation, 
through a Youth Adaptation Network that 
has been developed to bring young 
people into the heart of adaptation. In 
Africa, Joshua is mobilising resources to 
set up youth climate councils in Ghana 
and Nigeria to facilitate equal 
opportunities for youth engagement in 
national policies.

The narrative of young people 
advocating out of frustration 
must be changed so that we 
can become part of the 
solution rather than feeling 
disconnected from decision-
making.

Joshua Amponsem

“

The UK has been working 
internationally to engage other 
governments, and other 
stakeholders, to really try and 
think about how we adapt and 
become more resilient to all the 
changes that are happening. 
Because even at a 1.5 degree 
world or a 2 degree world the 
impacts will be very significant

Sally Taylor

“

We need to work across borders too – 
climate change doesn’t recognise 
boundaries: neighbouring countries need 
to work together and learn from each 
other. Sally Taylor highlighted the need 
for climate change to be embedded 
through the whole development 
discussion. This needs to feel like a 
collective effort and a global effort.
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The big skills reset explored the 
connections between education, skills 
and employment including for the most 
marginalised children in the world, with a 
particular focus on girls and women.

How can we make sure people are 
prepared for the rapidly changing work 
environment of tomorrow? What role can 
the private sector play? How do parents 
and communities fit in?

Our expert panel drew on their wide and 
varied experience to explore these topics 
and more – identifying the key issues 
and suggesting potential ways forward.

These were some of the main themes 
to emerge.

Beyond bricks and mortar
Alicia Herbert reminded us about how 
crisis brings inequalities into stark relief. 
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, it is 
the most marginalised that have suffered 
the most. 

With so much learning in 2020 
depending on ready access to tech, the 
digital divide has been brought to the 
fore. In low-income countries, 75% of 
learners can’t access any kind of online 
learning, and the problem is most acute 
for women and girls.

Aqeela talked about the different 
methods the Aga Khan Foundation used 
to contact families when the pandemic 
forced schools to close: in India they 
used WhatsApp; in Kenya, they made TV 
and radio programmes, and newspapers; 
in Afghanistan, they made phone calls to 
religious leaders and elders.

Is it now time to see access to tech as 
we might view access to water, food and 
shelter – not as a privilege, but as a 
human right?

The pandemic also highlighted 
interconnectedness – education was 
related to issues of school meals and 
domestic violence, for instance. So, the 
response to these education-based 
challenges needs to be wider than 
education and skills.

How can we ensure that 
energy – including technology 
– is not a privilege, but a right 
for all of us equally, because 
that determines how we can 
continue to learn, continue to 
survive and continue to eat 
and sleep and remain safe. 

Akuja Mading de Garang

“

The big skills reset 
Education and skills for growth and prosperity

Speakers

Alicia Herbert
Head of Children, Youth and 
Education Department, Foreign, 
Commonwealth and 
Development Office

PwC hosts

Zlatina Loudjeva
Director, PwC UK

Jack McMahon
Director, Strategy and Partnerships, 
Group Sustainability, Standard 
Chartered Bank

Akuja Mading de Garang MBE
Team Leader, Girls’ Education 
South Sudan, Cambridge 
Education

Dr Aqeela Datoo
Senior Partnerships Manager, 
Aga Khan Foundation UK
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Community and parent 
engagement
The important role that parents and 
communities play in supporting their 
children’s education has been brought to 
the fore during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
both in the UK and across the 
developing world.

While much of this collaboration was 
borne of necessity, speakers recognised 
how powerful it had been to engage with 
partners and there is a pressing need to 
work together to design an inclusive 
approach in future. This will involve 
working with parents and communities 
to identify barriers and create a culture 
of enthusiasm for learning.

But for some parents, who may be 
struggling to put food on the table, and 
perhaps with no education themselves, 
how can we expect them to be involved? 
Some homes are not suitable, and not 
even safe, places for learning. School 
can offer a safe haven – a refuge.

How can we ensure that a sense of 
safety exists in every household? And 
can we think of a school as an asset for 
the wider community?

Skills for the future
Numeracy and literacy remain vital as the 
cornerstone of education, but people 
need other skills to build resilience and 
flexibility for the rapidly changing jobs 
market of the future. These include 
communication, creative problem-
solving, self-management, and 
collaboration, all of which will improve 
employability prospects in face of 
disruption like pandemics and future 
automation. 

Such transferable skills will make people 
more adaptable and able to move across 
occupations and sectors in changing 
times.

Jack McMahon highlighted the need for 
digital financial education, enabling 
young entrepreneurs to succeed and 
create jobs. And we can’t wait until 
people are employed – by then the 
person is already in a good job: we need 
to get this learning in schools to level the 
playing field.

Stronger together 
The challenges ahead cannot be solved 
by a single sector – there are roles for 
governments, the private sector and civil 
society working together. And countries 
can learn lessons from each other. We 
saw this kind of collaborative response 
to COVID-19, and we need to take that 
lesson into the future.

It’s clear that crises hit the poor 
disproportionately. As countries recover 
from the pandemic, we will need 
innovative ways to make our money go 
further – this will involve other partners 
and focusing on what works.

One common theme we are 
seeing everywhere is the 
important role of parents and 
communities. Even in America 
and the UK, parents have taken 
centre stage this year.

They are our champions. 
The sort of collaboration 
we are seeing between 
parents and teachers has 
been unprecedented.

Dr Aqeela Datoo

“
We need a forward-thinking 
approach to what gets taught 
in schools, which links to 
national strategies on skills and 
the economy. I would strongly 
advocate for digital financial 
education as a means for 
supporting entrepreneurs to 
succeed and crucially create 
the new jobs that are required.

Jack McMahon

“

We’ve been given this massive 
shock and sometimes one 
needs a shock to be jolted into 
doing something very different 
moving forward.

Alicia Herbert

“
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Amid the disruptions of Brexit and 
COVID-19, how can the UK reset its 
trade partnerships with emerging 
economies across Africa and Asia?

With insights from government and from 
businesses working in Africa, The big 
trade reset looked at the importance of 
developing a more integrated aid and 
trade agenda.

These were some of the main themes to 
emerge: 

Trade is a force for good
Trade is a force for good and The Rt Hon 
Greg Hands highlighted the enormous 
impact trade has had in helping to lift 
1.2 billion people out of extreme poverty 
since 1990.

However, the COVID-19 pandemic 
threatens to throw this into reverse. The 
session heard how the collapse of global 
tourism will affect poorer communities 
most severely, and it is projected that 
150 million more people could fall back 
into extreme poverty by the end of 2021. 

The Minister emphasised the important 
role the UK will play in using its voice as 
an independent trading nation to 
champion the cause of trade and 
investment, promote the interests of 
developing nations, and renew and 
modernise the multilateral system of free, 
fair, rules-based international trade that 
underpins those goals.

Trade is a force for good, 
without which the world’s 
success story over the last 
three decades in lifting 
hundreds of millions out of 
poverty would not exist. In the 
face of rising challenges we 
need to act to ensure that the 
global trading environment 
over the next three decades 
remains as hospitable

Rt Hon Greg Hands

“

The big trade reset 
The role of UK trade and trade policy in development

Speakers

Rt Hon Greg Hands MP
Minister of State for Trade Policy

Nevin Bradford
Chief Executive, Cipla Quality 
Chemical Industries Limited 
(CiplaQCIL)

Emma Wade-Smith OBE
Her Majesty’s Trade 
Commissioner for Africa

PwC hosts

John Tress
Director, PwC UK

Julie Leonard
Director, PwC UK

Giles Bolton
Responsible Sourcing Director, 
Tesco

Lisa Mbobo
Project Manager, Mace
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Working together to 
strengthen UK – Africa trade
UK government departments, including 
the Department for International Trade 
and the Foreign, Commonwealth and 
Development Office, are working 
together to strengthen multilateral trade 
systems and to help build partnerships 
between UK and African companies, to 
create greener, more resilient economies.

Programmes like Growth Gateway and 
Trade Connect are enhancing business-
to-business connections and supporting 
African companies. Furthermore it is now 
easier for UK firms to trade with Africa, 
thanks to the establishment of a single 
point of contact for 23 UK Government 
trade and investment teams around the 
continent – part of the UK Government’s 
large commercial diplomatic network to 
help companies trade overseas.

That network offers practical help in 
South-East Asia and the Asia-Pacific 
region, as well as Africa, and the DIT 
helps overcome barriers to trade with 
up-to-date information on local markets 
and trading conditions.

The session emphasised the importance 
of trade and collaboration within Africa, 
as well as trade with the developed world, 
and the need to involve firms of all sizes.

UK construction firm MACE, for example, 
partners with local companies on 
construction projects, including two in 
Nairobi involving the Kenyan government 
on affordable housing, which will be vital 
in Africa with its rising population.

Although supply chains proved surprisingly 
resilient during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
some – like tea plantations in Kenya – 
remain vulnerable, and we need to see 
closer connections between supermarkets 
and local groups, not least to help identify 
welfare issues and ensure workers in the 
supply chain feel safe to report incidents.

If sourcing from countries where 
conditions are not properly regulated or 
enforced, supermarkets sometimes have 
to build their own collaboration 
programmes to ensure that the jobs 
created involve decent pay and conditions.

Spreading innovation
Technology has enabled global supply 
chains to flourish, and COVID-19 has 
further accelerated technological 
change, leading to more digital trade and 
the increased adoption of green tech. 
The Rt Hon Greg Hands spoke of the 
opportunity for countries to leap up the 
development ladder through technology 
spread via trade while Emma Wade-
Smith highlighted the exciting 
opportunities for UK technology 
including accessing African technology 
innovation. 

The panel spoke about the potential for 
more technological innovation across 
Africa in areas such as fintech, green 
tech, health care and resilient 
infrastructure to build the smart cities of 
the future. Examples speakers 
highlighted included: the UK fintech 
sector’s Tech for Growth programme; 
how the DIT is promoting Egypt’s first 
green bond with the London Stock 
Exchange; and the work by UK Export 
Finance, the UK’s export credit agency, 
to facilitate £2 million of loans for 
projects supporting green growth. 
Equally, the UK Government has 
supported the creation of tech hubs in 
South Africa, Kenya and Nigeria to help 
women get into tech, and to help them 
overcome the particular difficulties they 
may face to get funding. 

Technology and innovation can also 
support developing countries to shift 
from being primarily producers into 
manufacturing. The example of coffee 
was highlighted, which is currently 
largely processed in Germany and 
Holland. We also heard the inspiring 
story of Cipla, which produces high 
quality, affordable medicines in Uganda, 
which are saving lives around Africa.

Partnership is key – how we 
bring African capabilities and 
UK capabilities together to 
create greener, more resilient 
and more sustainable 
economies.

Emma Wade-Smith

“

We can have the highest 
quality but if the medicines we 
manufacture are not affordable, 
then we would not succeed 
commercially, and obviously 
what we’re manufacturing are 
life saving medicines.

Nevin Bradford

“
It is company-to-company 
connections, well-targeted 
private sector investment, and 
technology diffusion that will 
draw developing countries into 
the global economy… UK 
businesses, with our strength 
producing high-end goods, 
cutting edge professional 
services and green growth can 
have a key role.

Rt Hon Greg Hands

“



Inclusive growth and 
resilience
Women remain under-represented in 
most industries, are paid less and have 
fewer opportunities, and among low-
wage workers especially there remains 
the threat of sexual harassment and even 
violence, as well as gender-based 
discrimination. Emma Wade-Smith 
highlighted that a female entrepreneur in 
Africa is six times less likely to get 
funding to scale their business than their 
male entrepreneurial equivalent.

The panel recognised that there has to 
be a focus on collective efforts to get an 
understanding of these issues, and to 
foster diversity and inclusion. It is time 
for men and women to acknowledge the 
inequalities and deal with them, and we 
are already seeing a new generation of 
female leaders coming through and 
bringing a different outlook, even in 
industries like construction.

We face a lot of challenges in 
industry [as women] – lack of 
female mentorship in industry, 
pay gaps, opportunities in 
earning potential, and 
opportunities to reach 
leadership positions. All of 
these factors often lead to 
women leaving certain 
industries. Men and women 
together need to open our eyes 
to the inequalities that exist. 

Lisa Mbobo

The most vulnerable people in 
our supply chain tend to be 
several tiers down. It means 
that having a direct leverage 
over that is quite hard. You 
need to build sector 
approaches to address 
some of these issues. 

Giles Bolton

“ “

COVID-19 brought to the fore the 
vulnerabilities of supply chains globally, 
and vulnerable people in those supply 
chains in particular. Giles Bolton 
recognised the importance of 
supermarkets like Tesco being able to 
demonstrate to their customers that their 
suppliers are being treated decently and 
paid a decent wage, but also the 
difficulties of ensuring this when supply 
chains are complex and face significant 
cost pressures.

While COVID-19 was a short-term test 
of resilience, businesses need to apply 
lessons from the pandemic to the 
other great challenges they will face – 
especially climate change – and always 
consider how the most vulnerable 
communities and regions they interact 
with are likely to be disproportionately 
impacted. 
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To watch the conference again or our highlight videos go to:
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